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“Dark and Dirty” Histories of Leisure and Architecture:
Varosha’s Past and Future

Panayiota Pylaa and Petros Phokaidesb

aUniversity of Cyprus; bNational Technical University of Athens

ABSTRACT
Once celebrated as a tourist destination, and now filled with dere-
lict hotels, Varosha is a contested landscape at once embodying
contradicting political and economic aspirations and featuring viv-
idly in negotiations for political reconciliation in Cyprus. This
paper provides a history of the antagonisms that surround this
area by interrogating the creation of hotels and landscapes of
leisure in 1960s Varosha and by exposing how these aspired to
transform the cultural identity of the entire island. Casting the
spotlight on the Golden Sands hotel, the paper demonstrates
that, along with advancing iconographies of global modernity,
hotel design was insidiously shaped by ethnic disputes as well as
socio-economic and environmental contestations. Seen in the
context of other conflict-torn cities, this history of the contested
landscape of Varosha provides crucial insights into the imbrica-
tions of architectural history and design practices in the manage-
ment of contested instances of modern, twentieth-
century heritage.

KEYWORDS
Cyprus conflict; leisure and
tourism politics; modern
architecture; reconstruction
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Half a century ago, the city of Famagusta, with its stunning beachfront crowded with
tourists and locals, was a quintessential landscape of leisure, not only within the
national boundaries of Cyprus but around the world.1 A small town during
the British colonial era,2 Famagusta transformed in the span of a short decade, from
the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, into such an international hub of tourism that it was
celebrated by the Chicago Tribune as a “mini-Miami.”3 According to several recent,
somewhat nostalgic, accounts of early 1970s Famagusta, the city was a favourite destin-
ation of major celebrities, including the likes of Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton,
Raquel Welch and Brigitte Bardot.4

Its glamour faded dramatically after the violent division of the island in 1974, when
all of Famagusta’s more than thirty thousand Greek Cypriot inhabitants hurriedly
abandoned it. The city’s chief tourism hub, generally known as “Varosha,” was fenced
off and came under the control of the Turkish military, remaining inaccessible even to
the Turkish Cypriots and the settlers from mainland Turkey who populated the city in
later years (fig. 1).5 Even now, Varosha, the southernmost part of the city of
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Famagusta, remains off-limits, and has become a forty-year-old decaying “ghost town,”
as some call it, with derelict hotels but also intense urban memories. 6 In the literature
on tourism, if it appears at all, it is usually contemplated as a sublime urban ruin
(fig. 2).7

Conversely, in the political arena, Varosha features much more vividly. The United
Nations Security Council vote of 1984 drew special attention to this very area by calling
for the return of Varosha’s former inhabitants under UN control.8 Even though this
has never been implemented, it has imbued the reopening of this area with clear polit-
ical stakes. Either because of the area’s special political status or because of its prime
location and its promise to foster a tourism-driven economic prosperity,9 Varosha has
acquired a peculiar role in negotiations between the Greek and Turkish Cypriot com-
munities. As these negotiations have intensified under the auspices of the United
Nations and the European Union, they have increasingly cast the spotlight on the
reopening of this area as an important prelude to the unification of the island.10 This
view has also been reinforced by many artistic and civic acts that treat Varosha as a
locus of future reconciliation.11

The collapse of the 2017 talks between Greek and Turkish Cypriot leaders has, con-
versely, led to counter proposals that seek to appropriate Varosha unilaterally under
Turkish Cypriot administration.12 These most recent actions suggest a regeneration

Figure 1. Map of Famagusta depicting (1) the city’s historic centre and port; (2) the enclosed area
of Varosha and (3) its beachfront; (4) the site of the Golden Sands hotel; and (5) the so-called
“green line,” a buffer zone under UN control which divides the island in two parts. Created by
the authors.
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process driven by property interests and real-estate speculation, whereby the need to
account for the interests of both communities is not even paid lip service. Although
this unilateral development has not materialised, it exposes a new grim possibility for
the future, in which the reconstruction and reuse of this area would not result from the
long-term reconciliatory initiatives of earlier years that catered to peace-building, and
might, instead, lead to an appropriation of the area by small select groups. This possi-
bility recalls other cases where post-conflict reconstruction was advanced in the name
of land speculation—among which, the controversial reconstruction of Beirut’s city
centre features prominently.13

Regardless of what the future holds, and whether Cyprus achieves unification or
remains divided, and regardless of who, eventually, will control Varosha’s reconstruc-
tion, the area will certainly remain a contested landscape that is connected to its former
inhabitants’ idealised memories, current citizens’ civic needs, and the contradicting
political or economic aspirations of various stakeholders, local or foreign. Varosha,
therefore, is a locus of a politics of the future, not only for Cyprus but for other divided
and contested cities around the world. Much as in other areas of intercommunal con-
flict and violence, from Sarajevo and Mostar in the 1990s, to Beirut a decade ago and
cities of Syria today, the future of Varosha has been entangled with promises of irresist-
ible opportunities of economic prosperity that are assumed to act as vehicles for polit-
ical normalisation and peace-building.14 Given how geopolitical or inter-communal
conflicts are projected onto urban reconstruction and other spatial interventions, it is
timely to carefully consider how Famagusta’s histories of development, destruction and
abandonment provide an alternative lens through which to reflect on the imbrications
of architectural design with geopolitical or ethnic conflicts and political reconciliations.

The analysis that follows shows how the political antagonisms that are now readily
apparent in the “ghost town” of Varosha are not unrelated to the urban

Figure 2. The fenced-off landscape of Varosha, Famagusta, 2010 # Mesarch Lab, University
of Cyprus.
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transformations that took place during the euphoric post-independence boom. Those
transformations, we argue, were also intrinsically tied to an intense political situation.
These politics were not limited to the (perhaps obvious) ethnic conflict between the
Greek and Turkish Cypriots, but also extended to social and environmental conflicts
that were insidiously intertwined with the celebrated modernist landscapes of
Famagusta, and Varosha within it. This paper cuts through the presumably “leisurely”
landscapes of tourism and its aesthetics to delve into the complexities of the histories
of Varosha modern architecture, and of its tourism, to ultimately shed new light on
current (and once more contested) visions for the future of Varosha.

Leisure Aesthetics and Intercommunal Conflicts on the Beachfront

During the 1960s and early 1970s, Varosha’s beachfront provided the backdrop for a
parade of modern, state-of-the-art hotels along the coastline that projected an

Figure 3. Varosha’s modernist leisure landscape, c. 1970. Photograph by Jack Iacovides # Press
and Information Office (PIO), Republic of Cyprus. Collection Jack Iacovides.
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appealing combination of leisure and modernity profusely advertised in postcards,
travel guides, and films (fig. 3).15 The glamour and luxury of the promotional iconog-
raphy for Varosha may have incorporated the tactics of the international tourist indus-
try of the time to prove that the Cypriot destination matched Euro-American
standards for the hospitality industry; but the laid-back mood of this iconography also
stood in stark contrast to the island’s complex socioeconomic and political realities.
These realities were constituted by the residues of colonialism and the wounds of the
anti-colonial struggle that continued to shape many aspects of social life. They were
characterised, too, by various other social divisions across left–right ideologies, which
resonated with Cold War polarities as well as Greek or Turkish nationalisms.16 Against
such a tense socio-political backdrop, tourism was eagerly embraced as the chief eco-
nomic force behind the development of the entire country. Following the lead of many
Mediterranean nations that were turning towards coastal tourism, the Cyprus Republic
tied its economic growth to tourism development and eagerly promoted measures to
make the island an international destination.

By 1963, the young republic had already signed an agreement for the construction
of a Hilton Hotel in Nicosia. It had supported an extensive island-scale survey of the
country’s tourism potential, and promoted the construction of a new terminal building
to upgrade its main airport. Both official and unofficial communication strategies
employed tourism and its place-branding potential to improve the country’s attractive-
ness as an international tourist destination. The country’s connections to the British
market were further reinforced through new airline routes that augmented those estab-
lished during colonial times. Official tourism campaigns and the fostering of an
English-speaking public administration and local population likewise these helped
Cyprus to capture a share of British tourists flowing into the Mediterranean, even as
they helped reach other markets. Overall, the local government and private sector were
equally pluralistic in their approach to tourism development. Even if British architec-
tural firms led the design of key hotels, such as the Hilton and Golden Sands, it was a
German engineering firm that was assigned the construction of the county’s first inter-
national airport terminal; and a French planning team that was invited to survey the
island’s potential for tourism development. This alongside a generally American-
inspired attitude to developmentalism, shaped by the United Nations’ continuous
engagement with Cyprus’ economic planning.17

Within this national strategy of pushing tourist development as a vehicle for postco-
lonial nation-building, Famagusta had a special place. Being the island’s second-largest
city and main port, it possessed a combination of a developed urban and service sector
together with a rich history and pristine coast. The city was readily promoted as a
Mediterranean beach destination. This was crucial to advancing the modernisation
sought by the young state. As early as 1961, when the first report on the development
of Cyprus was submitted, UN expert Willard Thorp highlighted tourism as “a foreign
exchange earner,” describing Famagusta as a unique and promising landscape for tour-
ism development, with its “interesting old-town character, unusual antiquities nearby,
and excellent beaches for swimming.”18

Aspirations to turn tourism into a vehicle of modernisation would, however, soon
be confronted with socio-political turbulence and territorial and social divisions
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between Greek and Turkish Cypriots. Major inter-communal conflict in 1963 led
the island’s Turkish Cypriot population to withdraw into enclaves. At that point, the
UN—already advancing a vigorous socio-economic development agenda on the
island—assumed a peacekeeping role to resolve the conflict. In 1967, another outbreak
of violence took place, prompting a military intervention by Turkey. In its wake, the
Turkish Cypriot leadership announced the creation of a separate administration, and
soon thereafter, in 1968, early inter-communal talks began in search of a settlement of
what came to be known as “the Cyprus Problem.” Even though these talks offered a
glimpse of optimism for a smoother social and economic development, the stability of
the young republic continued to be threatened both by external powers and internal
turmoil. This presented a serious threat to tourism development; nonetheless, state
government rhetoric insisted on placing a great deal of hope and investment in the
industry’s economic benefits.19

The grooming of Famagusta as a tourism hub and the transformation of the
Varosha strip intensified, rather than diminished, towards the end of the 1960s. This
should be understood in light of government efforts to reaffirm power, or at least to
restate its commitment to advance socio-economic development as both a vehicle and
symbol of political normality. Tourism thus acquired a new significance: holding out
the hope for smooth social, administrative and economic conditions for development,
despite the realities on the ground. Crucial to this strategy, we argue, was an aesthetic
of leisure that combined luxury with a modernist claim to supra-political neutrality. A
brief analysis of one of the most emblematic projects in the Varosha area during this
period, the Golden Sands hotel, demonstrates the intricacies and insidiousness of this
aesthetic in the 1960s.

The Golden Sands, built mainly on a large block of state-owned land at the southern
end of the Varosha coast, was realised as the island’s largest hotel complex (at the
time), with a capacity of 1,600 beds.20 The patron was the state government itself, and
the active involvement of the country’s president, archbishop Makarios III, in the entire
building process, was itself evidence of the identification of this with the government’s
modernisation agenda.21 As in earlier efforts to foster tourism development, like the
Cyprus Hilton in Nicosia (a much smaller hotel, catering more to business tourism),
the state aspired here to create an international hotel brand and to insert Cyprus “on
the tourist map of the Mediterranean,”22 only now with a focus on the beach. In search
of a signature design, the state government commissioned the British architectural firm
of Garnett, Cloughley, and Blakemore, whose portfolio already included hotel architec-
ture in a range of contexts outside the UK, such as Guyana, Sri Lanka (Ceylon) and
Sardinia, and demonstrated a modernist and universalist ethic that appealed widely to
governments of newly independent nations striving, like Cyprus, to reject the legacies
of colonisation and to contain local divisions. The British firm that was collaborating
with the local firm of J. & A. Philippou promised to combine international hotel “mod
cons” (modern conveniences) with an attention to the local population’s interests in
shopping and recreation. Further, and in tune with contemporary critiques of scientism
and the late 1960s rethinking of modernist tenets, Garnett also searched for “a sense of
atmosphere”23 and an “individual architectural identification”24 that pertained to the
locale. Garnett’s deviation from universalism towards the pursuit of local character
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was, of course, also a marketing strategy, and a common one at that. The era’s hotel
industry often searched for signals of authenticity and the exotic, both to provide a
touristic “escape from reality” and to establish a corporate identity.25

Despite his stated objectives and his eagerness to investigate local aesthetic preferen-
ces, Garnett eventually concluded that he found “no established architectural vernacular
in Cyprus,” contending that “the influences of the many conquering nations had
resulted in the neutralization of building form.”26 Let us dwell on this bizarre conclu-
sion, standing as it does in stark contrast to earlier assessments of the architectural his-
tory of Cyprus by British colonial architects, who found so much evidence of diverse
cultural influences that they sought to create a “m�elange” by combining byzantine,
gothic and ottoman iconographies.27 In identifying a “neutralized” built form, Garnett
circumvented the history and politics of such “m�elanges,” just as he sidestepped the con-
tested history of selective stylistic appropriations—another approach followed by British
colonial architects. For example, in the midst of the mid-1950s anti-colonial struggle,
when the popular sentiment of Greek Cypriots overwhelmingly sided with the island’s
unification with Greece—the Teachers’ Training College (architects Harrison, Barnes &
Hubbard for the Public Works Department, 1956–1959) selectively highlighted gothic
and ottoman formal preferences and Cypriot vernacular forms, diligently avoiding any
hints of neoclassicism that might allude to the island’s centuries-long ties to Greece.

Garnett’s approach to the Golden Sands was different from that of his earlier com-
patriots. Unlike the Teachers’ Training College, his hotel was emerging from another
set of realities: on one hand, the optimism bound up in the founding of the Republic in
1960; but also the threats of intercommunal conflict that emerged soon thereafter.
Operating in these ambivalent circumstances, Garnett found the contemporary situ-
ation too volatile to venture into any of the operative interpretations of the island’s his-
tory or “atmosphere” he had initially sought to explore. As a result, he confined his
allusions to a local character that boiled down to two moves: a hint of “village scale”
through the design of a section of low-rise bungalows—a strategy that Garnett and the
management firm Trust House Forte had earlier rehearsed in the Holiday Village in
Sardinia; and the repetitive use of the palm tree, appearing in most of published photo-
graphs of the hotel, to emphasise the “exotic” setting. Cyprus indeed had palm trees in
its urban and rural landscapes, but Garnett made of it a feature of his landscape—and
hence, for the island, a part of its brand (fig. 4). Beyond this, Garnett stuck to abstract
allusions to seaside hotel types and serene topographical compositions of tall vertical
structures on a strip of beach—as his writings indicate, he associated these formal pref-
erences with Miami.28 Well-rehearsed, too, in 1950s Cuba, these building types helped
to shape local cosmopolitan identities wherever they appeared,29 and highlight tour-
ism’s role in disseminating architectural iconographies of modernity across the globe
(fig. 5).

However, Garnett’s highly selective allusions to the locale, for whatever they are
worth, cannot simply be analysed in terms of an easy modernist tension between the
universal and the regional; or in terms of the tourism industry’s predilection for exoti-
cization. The architect’s fuzzy allusions to local history and identity were also very
much entwined with the realities of conflict in Cyprus, and the strong wish to bypass
them. Contrary to what he had initially hoped, these conditions would not provide a
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straightforward design inspiration, legible to tourists seeking an “escape” from their
own realities. Instead, Cyprus presented a much more threatening counter-reality. Any
venture towards specific cultural characteristics came dangerously close to undoing the
narratives of leisure, either by triggering ethnic politics or (in time) by fuelling civil
strife within the Greek Cypriot community (which emerged in the early 1970s around
nationalist and ideological debates, and manifested, for example, in multiple assassin-
ation attempts against the country’s president).30

Garnett’s strategy was ultimately aligned with the demands of his patron—the
Government. For this patron, this large-scale investment was not situated in any search
for identity. Its stakes lay, from the outset, elsewhere. Makarios made this clear on the
hotel’s inauguration on May 8, 1974, when he spoke of its significance as a “work of
economic infrastructure.”31 Indeed this was the primary goal behind the project: the
creation of a modern tourist attraction—a landmark—to enhance the position of
Cyprus in global tourist networks. The story of Garnett’s formal oscillations between
local particularities and a supra-political neutrality and the Government’s pride in the
outcome of the Golden Sands hotel ultimately speak less to the modernising power of
tourism development and more to how political conflicts had shaped Varosha’s mod-
ernist leisure landscapes. If tourism dominated the cultural and economic life of
Cyprus in the 1960s and 1970s, it was not simply as a dominant strategy for socio-

Figure 4. View of the main volume of the Golden Sands hotel and its landscape. Source: Patrick B.
Garnett, “A View of the Sea,” Interior Design (August 1977), 436.
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economic development. It was, too, the driving force for transforming the cultural
identity of a conflict-torn island. In other words, the supra-political claims of the
Golden Sands’ aesthetics can be seen as a rhetorical reaction to the island’s eth-
nic conflicts.

The same investment in modernist aesthetics and their supra-political evocations was
already demonstrated in many other hotels (albeit lesser in scale and luxury) hotels con-
structed on the beach of Varosha around the same time, designed by local firms, such as
the Grecian Hotel (architect Neoptolemos Michaelides) and the Aspelia Hotel (J. & A.
Philippou and Theocharis David). They formed a strip of luxurious modern hotels that
provided the backdrop for photos of sandy beaches and tourists lying in the sun. This
combination of hotels, beaches and bodies constituted the leisure aesthetic that was being
advanced in the Varosha landscape, and as the preceding pages show, it was entwined
with the politics of conflict in Cyprus as much as it projected iconographies of glo-
bal modernity.

Figure 5. Bungalows at the Golden Sands, 1973. # Press and Information Office (PIO), Republic
of Cyprus.
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There is more to this story, though. The leisure aesthetics that the Varosha strip
advanced in its architecture did not only elude ethnic conflict; it also disguised, if not
instigated, other modes of “inequality” in social relations on the beachfront.

Invisible and Persistent Environmental and Social Conflict

The conflicts with which the leisure landscape of Varosha had to contend pertained
not only to intercommunal disputes, but also to other social and environmental issues.
Given the intensity of intercommunal disputes, these other conflicts are generally over-
looked.32 Yet these issues are palpable, given that the economic benefits of tourism
development had an uneven impact on the society of Famagusta, creating a variety of
class and other social disparities.

Consider the overall leisure landscape of Varosha. Stretching along a strip of land
between a major traffic corridor and the sandy beach, this leisure landscape is consti-
tuted of small and mid-sized hotels and tourist apartment buildings. All these projects,
which sprung up in record time between 1965 and 1974, funded either by the govern-
ment or local hotel entrepreneurs working with architectural offices and construction
companies, shaped an extended linear zone with hotels and apartment buildings. Some
hotels were sited with their long side facing the coastal line, which created two classes
of rooms, those facing the sea, and those facing the “back,” namely the traffic road.
Hotels like the Golden Sands introduced an alternative way of siting, whereby the hotel
volume was rotated by 90 degrees, so that the long facades of the hotel were perpen-
dicular to the coastline; this allowed all balconies, (which were placed obliquely on
either side of the long facades), to offer angled views on the sea. Either way, these
hotels all had immediate access to sand and sea, and this configuration created the
characteristic modernist landscape of Varosha (fig. 6).

Given that the strip was composed not only of hotels but also of multi-storey apart-
ment buildings, it could indeed be claimed that it accommodated locals along with for-
eign tourists. This mixing of locals and visitors was reinforced by the inclusion
along the beach of pavilions, hotel lobbies, bars, restaurants, balconies, and gardens,
that collectively gave rise to a leisure culture presumably shared by visitors and locals
alike—advancing a claim that the economic benefits, emancipatory power, and com-
fortable lifestyles of tourism would be diffused to the wider society. In other words,
along with the aforementioned claim of modernisation and neutrality, Varosha’s leisure
aesthetics also implied democratisation. However, the vertical towers that obstructed
Famagusta’s connections to its waterfront created strong juxtapositions within the local
social fabric and supported insidious practices that contradict tourism’s democratising
promise. For example, if the privileged parts of the city were accessible to locals, they
were affordable only to few Cypriots. And even if the small and middle-sized domestic
and local capital investment allowed plural architectural responses to climate and land-
scape (something that might compare favourably to more recent, dominant tend of
large-scale tourist developments advanced by foreign investors in many sun-and-sea
destinations), there was already a drive to curb this pluralism with the hierarchical
zones of luxury and services that were created by the master plan of Famagusta’s
coastal strip—a master plan produced by the municipal authorities of the city based on
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UN expert prescriptions. In the name of advancing the quality of the tourist “product,”
local authorities set the minimum allowed hotel classifications and construction costs,
with the waterfront to receive the highest of benchmarks.33 This established invisible
but quite real divisions among the users of the beachfront. In other words, this vehicle
for Famagusta’s modernisation was already increasing the gap between those who
could reap the benefits from the tourist industry and those who could not.34

Another example of economic imbalances in Varosha offers a case in point concern-
ing the ironies of public beaches. Although they advance a perception of a democratic
space, wherein contact with a natural setting “seemingly returns us to a state of nature,
a state preceding social and economic stratification,” this is an illusory condition, as
Sarah Whiting has argued. Various mechanisms “invisibly transform the beach into an
undemocratic space, where all publics are not equal.”35 For all the barefooted and
underdressed leisurely action the beach exhibits, it cannot automatically assume a
democratic aura. After all, the beach of Miami, which served as an inspiration for

Figure 6. Varosha’s beachfront in 1973. # Press and Information Office (PIO), Republic of Cyprus.
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Garnett, has a “dark and dirty history.”36 This is even more evident in Famagusta
which, already from the late 1960s, provoked debates on economic inequalities.37

Stakeholders reacted to the overuse of water, the destruction of the natural landscape,
the lack of proper planning regulations, and other environmental threats. Critiques of
Famagusta’s leisure landscape were also expressed in experimental films highlighting
the grotesque character of development excesses and uncontrolled tourist industry. For
example, the 1969 short movie The Departure [H Utcg], directed by Andreas
Konstantinides, shows a man wandering in the Famagusta coastline as if in a dream.
Scenes of the built tourist landscape are juxtaposed with scenes where the same man
was freely enjoying unspoiled shores of the island’s northern coastline (fig. 7). These
critiques, even if occasionally nostalgic, resonated with public voices that were attempt-
ing to weigh the promise of tourism and modernisation against issues of social equity
and the sense of agony felt over the destruction of unique environments and cul-
tural traditions.

The Presence of Conflictual Pasts

That Varosha has been inserted into the tactics of peacebuilding and the politics of the
future in Cyprus is obvious from recent socio-political initiatives towards reconcili-
ation. Most striking, perhaps, was a 2016 event that took place on the major Christian
feast day of Epiphany: hundreds of Greek Cypriots, including major political figures,
visited Varosha and flooded its beach to participate in the re-enactment of a ritual that
had not been performed there for more than forty years. The blessing of sea waters by
a priest throwing a big cross into the sea, in the presence of ministers and parliamen-
tarians, while numerous, mainly young, male swimmers jump into the cold January
seawater to retrieve it. This quasi-religious ceremony was performed against the back-
drop of the so-called ghost town of Varosha, which embodied modernisation in 1960s
Cyprus and the island’s traumatic divisions. Local and international media celebrated
this event as a symbolic opening to a future era of reunification and an experiment in
mutual trust between the Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities. The whole

Figure 7. Juxtaposition of Varosha’s highly developed tourist landscape against other more pristine
parts of the island. Stills selected by the authors from the short film The Departure [H Utcg],
directed by Andreas Konstantinides, 1969 # Cyprus Broadcasting Cooperation (CyBC), Republic
of Cyprus.
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ceremony was embraced, in particular, as a sign of optimism, another tool for “healing”
in aid of the concurrent, intensive reconciliation talks, which sought both to re-open
the city to its past inhabitants and, eventually, to unify the island. The reconciliation
talks, or at least their international media portrayals, anticipated dramatic changes in
Famagusta’s future—The New York Times ran an article headlined “Cyprus Hopes
Reunification Talks Will Revive a Resort.”38 The subsequent emotional rollercoaster of
hopeful and disheartening gestures confirmed this drama. The Epiphany event had cre-
ated a generalised euphoria, not only because of the fact of a return to Varosha after
forty years, but also because it promised to be the beginning of a more permanent
return. In the midst of that euphoria, the promises of tourism development were yet
again embraced, uncritically, as a panacea of economic recovery and sustainability.

Visions aspiring to dominant patterns of large-scale spatial developments that
favour economic over social or environmental goals present a rather dim prospect.
This prospect quite recently became even dimmer when the possibility of reopening
and rebuilding Varosha was advanced not in the name of conflict resolution, but rather
as a unilateral political tactic by the current Turkish Cypriot administration. This
development came partly as a reaction to the failure of the two communities to reach
an agreement in the summer of 2017—a failure which also brought an end to wide-
spread hopes for an imminent consensual solution. The official proclamation that
Varosha can “become Las Vegas again”39 exposed how the area is being groomed for
major redevelopment with an eye to investment rather than peace-building. (The refer-
ence to Las Vegas was ultimately withdrawn after reactions by many groups among
both communities who still see Varosha as key to envisioning a federate, uni-
fied island.)

The new talk of Varosha’s rapid appropriation and development was not prompted
only by the collapse of intercommunal negotiations; it was also instigated by more
recent regional tensions around carbon gas reserves in Cypriot waters, and this high-
lights rather vividly how Varosha has, once again, been used in rhetorical gestures and
negotiating tactics. This foretells how Varosha’s future will remain caught up in polit-
ical bargains and volatile geopolitics.40

Varosha as a Locus of a Politics of the Future

The fate of Varosha remains uncertain, with reconciliatory and divisive rhetoric
appearing continually. Regardless of what the future holds for Cyprus, Varosha will
certainly be a locus of a politics of the future. Meanwhile, its histories of development,
destruction, abandonment and reconstruction are quite enlightening in considering the
theoretical and design challenges of conflict-torn cities. Especially given how geopolit-
ical, ethnic or other conflicts are projected onto urban reconstruction and other spatial
interventions in many parts of the word, the story of Varosha is most instructive.

First, Varosha exemplifies how a 1960s modern landscape and its iconography of
leisure existed in stark contrast to the intensively contested nature of the city’s develop-
ment during that very decade. It highlights how modern landscapes of tourism, and
their aesthetics of leisure, may appear to have a laid-back character, but are often, in
fact, intertwined with conflict. As the analysis of hotels in Varosha, like the Golden
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Sands, shows vividly, the endeavour to establish international standards of leisure and
advance an image of global modernity existed in tension with various types of local
conflict. This conflict is complex and certainly not limited to its ethnic manifestations,
and in its inherent multiplicity, poses an important challenge to current rhetoric on
any “post-conflict” future (not only in Cyprus but elsewhere too). The 1960s boom of
the prospering Mediterranean coastal resort is neither a model nor an ideal that should
be unquestionably revived. More generally, modern landscapes of leisure, despite their
fun and glamour, are not neutral! This may sound like an understatement to those
somewhat familiar with histories of modernity and recent scholarship on the history of
leisure, from Cuba to Lebanon and from the Mediterranean to Southeast Asia, which
demonstrate the imbrications of formal and spatial practices with contested pasts and
the realities of political conflict.41 However, if one considers the uncritical claims to
neutrality that surround more recent, corporate-driven tourism plans in the context of
post-conflict redevelopment projects, the historical reminders that landscapes of leisure
are not neutral are well worth emphasising.

Conversely, even as this paper, along with other recent scholarship, exposes the pol-
itics behind modernism’s abstract aesthetic and deconstructs modernist claims to a
supra-national outlook, it also highlights how modern landscapes require critical evalu-
ations from numerous perspectives. On the most rudimentary level, this could be read
as a critique of practices of reconstruction and conservation that oversimplify the way
modern heritage is evaluated. One can spot such a tendency in Cuba, where heritage
politics emphasised modes of historicism that commodified the historical past and sup-
pressed attention to modernist landscapes to the extent that, in the words of human
geographer Joseph Scrapaci, these policies could not “commodify the colonial city fast
enough.”42 This ultimately achieved little more than to expose the locale to predatory
versions of tourism. Similarly, in Cyprus, where preservation initiatives under the
United Nations Development Programme-Partnership for the Future (UNDP-PFF)
promote an extensive programme of restoration in Famagusta (in the name of confi-
dence-building), this effort focuses almost exclusively on the city’s Venetian architec-
tural heritage, or its religious buildings, and entirely excludes buildings and landscapes
that are exemplary of the modern era.43 If this approach becomes the norm, then it
simply feeds into a mode of development that capitalises on heritage in the name of
tourism. As such, the example of Beirut offers an important warning; that city’s post-
war reconstruction certainly catered for capital aspirations but not necessarily to other
“unsung sectors of the economy.”44 These few examples are enough to highlight the
imminent threats of uncritical and ahistorical takes on heritage.

Even if modern buildings and infrastructures in Varosha are indeed under serious
danger of complete eradication, the main issue at stake is not that these need to be
included in heritage preservation processes, but to interrogate how that can be put into
play. It is precisely here that Varosha provides a crucial reference to the role of histor-
ical scholarship and architectural theory in assessing the social, political and broader
environmental stakes that preservation projects pose. A close reading of the history of
Varosha shows the need, before rushing to modes of heritage management, to account
for the intricacies of this history of conflict and development discussed above.
This certainly does not mean that conflict should somehow be idealised or
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monumentalized—just as attention to heritage does not mean that the past should be
commodified. The complexity of the conflictual past and future of Varosha proves that
assessment of modern heritage and the documentation of historical evidence cannot be
taken for granted, to readily shape the decision on what needs to be preserved, or not.
Forms of preservation stemming from either emotional or nostalgic responses, or
allegedly neutral, technical practices of documentation and heritage management, are
vigorously challenged by Varosha’s histories of multiple conflicts. What is needed are
new types of interrogations of what Andrew Leach has called a more “open, fractured
assessment of heritage.”45 In this light, Varosha is paradigmatic in opening up a crucial
ground for interrogating the imbrications of architectural history and design practices
in the management of the complex and contested twentieth-century architecture,
whether it relates to leisure, or to other landscapes.
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1. Famagusta is the name of the city in English; it is called Ammochostos [Allovxrso1] in
Greek and Ma�gusa in Turkish.

2. For the discovery of Varosha’s potential as a tourism destination during colonial times,
see Marko Kiessel, “Famagusta on Cyprus and the Sea: Hotel Architecture, Urban
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Development and Tourism during the British Colonial and Early Postcolonial Period,” in
Famagusta Maritima: Mariners, Merchants, Pilgrims and Mercenaries, ed. Michael Walsh
(Leiden: Brill, 2019), 264–96.

3. See Horrace Sutton, “Famagusta: A Mini-Miami on Cyprus,” Chicago Tribune, June
2, 1974.

4. Consider, for example, the Swedish band ABBA, who gave their first performance
together for a Swedish peacekeeping force stationed in Famagusta. “And ABBA were
Born! Constantia Hotel Beach” (April 1970), Ammochostos, January 3, 2015, https://
ammohostos.wordpress.com/2015/01/03/.

5. Varosha, from the Greek name Baq�xria or Baq�xri, is also known as Maraş by Turkish
Cypriots. It was abandoned by its Greek Cypriot inhabitants during a Turkish military
invasion in mid-August 1974. Since then, the demographics of the city have changed,
with Turkish settlers and troops outnumbering Turkish Cypriots. Yet, most of Varosha
(except its northern part) remains sealed off.

6. The description of Varosha as a “ghost town” is attributed to the Swedish journalist Jan-
Olof Bengtsson, who visited the city in September 1977 and published the following in
Kvallsposten newspaper: “The asphalt on the roads has cracked in the warm sun and
along the sidewalks bushes are growing. Today—September 1977—the breakfast tables
are still set, the laundry still hanging and the lamps still burning. Varosha is a ghost
town.” Cited in Ammochostos (Famagusta) Municipality, http://www.famagusta.org.cy/
default.asp?id=341. For recent accounts on Varosha as “ghost town,” see John Defterios
and Eoghan Macquire, “Can Eco-city Plans bring Cypriot Ghost Town Back to Life?”
CNN, July 9, 2014, http://edition.cnn.com/2014/05/27/business/varosha-famagusta-one-
square-meter/index.html; Nick Barnets, “Stopping by the Ghost Town in Cyprus That’s
been Held Hostage for Forty Years,” Vice, August 13, 2014.

7. See Paul Dobraszczyk, “Traversing the Fantasies of Urban Destruction: Ruin Gazing in
Varosha,” City 19, no. 1 (2015): 44–60; and Colin Sterling, “Spectral Anatomies: Heritage,
Hauntology and the ‘Ghosts’ of Varosha,” Present Pasts 6, no. 1 (2014), http://www.
presentpasts.info/articles/10.5334/pp.57/.

8. UN Security Council, Security Council resolution 550 (1984) [Cyprus], S/RES/550
Resolution. http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/RES/550(1984).

9. Varosha has often been associated with a widely held belief in tourism as the island’s
best strategy for economic prosperity. For the dependence of Cyprus on tourism
development see Panayiota Pyla, “Leisure and Development Geo-economics: Architecture
and Tourism Systems in the Mediterranean South,” in Systems and the South, ed.
Arindam Dutta, Ijlal Muzaffar, et al., Aggregate Architectural History Collaborative
(forthcoming 2020).

10. This view is often portrayed in international media. See, for instance, Ayla Jean Yackley,
“Ghost Town may Hold the Key to Cyprus Reunification Talks,” Independent, August 12,
2012. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/ghost-town-may-hold-the-key-
to-cyprus-reunification-talks-8034868.html; Jonathan Gorvett, “Cyprus Hopes
Reunification Talks Will Revive a Resort, Population 0,” New York Times, August 31,
2015, https://nyti.ms/1JwhY3s.

11. Such acts are promoted by various actors. For cultural heritage programs under the
United Nations Development Programme—Partnership for the Future (UNDP-PFF), see
the footnote below. Some urban design strategies also propose bi-communal
collaboration, for example: “Famagusta Ecocity Project,” https://www.ecocityproject.org/;
“Hands on Famagusta,” http://handsonfamagusta.org/; and “Bicommunal Famagusta
Initiative,” https://www.facebook.com/go4famagusta.

12. See, “After Failure of Crans-Montana Talks, What Next for Cyprus Peace Process?”
http://www.uncyprustalks.org/after-failure-of-crans-montana-talks-what-next-for-cyprus-
peace-process/.
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